All members of the staff here regret your absence, and wish you well and success.

2nd Feb., 1895.

My dear Spencer,

Thanks and fellow for your wire from Gunn. We were bombarded with congratulatory missives from all parts of the colony. Yesterday & I am afraid the operators in Adelaide must have caused the addition to the home of 7 Gunn. I am glad to say both keep up well. We are doing splendidly. I feel rather one in the crowd myself, the home is dominated by a large Gamp like person, whom I imported from down south.
Country some months ago. Of my books, I paid her respects at once. If I happen to engage in a civil way, I lose a whisper of the sight in a civil manner by a prompt inspection of the room, and, by a sudden exclamation of "fast look" of the room, "unfastened" by a prompt inspection of the room, "unfastened" tile, "unfastened" tile. I am not allowed to touch the Baby tile. I should mind also, and a present of mine to take them out. Other hand, and as much by a prompt inspection of the box, to hear the home and an interesting remark about my being "unfastened" in a natural feeling. This was modified to a certain extent.

by a further remark that all men were alike. Poor fellow, Melton more in put, clay set of sent to the rendezvous around in a most forlorn condition. He met, has one of the Baby street declared that you've put the letter (letter) to concave (be good). Thanks for your long and interesting letter. We had a capital Christmas time. Though he was rather disappointed at Beers not being here. The man passed off splendidly. Colle how the Meadow place. Of those three of the principal events. I know the books helped it. High spirits, but I made insufficient to pay the
Expenses of my next trip to Town. Hope to learn here about the end of April shall take the popple little once to Oodnadatta there any Brother will meet them shall return here do my northern trips to Tennants flood and yours for Adelaide about the beginning of June hope to enjoy a chat or a pipe with you about the middle of July pray do not let your taste for new vermin taste you away just then or I shall be greatly disappointed you can imagine my surprise upon hearing that you were in Adelaide on route for Charlotte Waters.
find any decline too when I heard that you were not coming on here. I am curious to know what you are after in it. Miles and are you going to take up Strang’s work on this particular branch? It would come ‘round right if you did. The old Savage was more than indirect in showing your letter to Strang not to put a grill-edged point upon it. He was a d-d sort if not worse. I like the old dog or don’t think he would be capable of intentionally making much of it. Strang has never mentioned anything about the matter in his letters but in any case my sympathies are entirely with you. Your
and the remaining bottle contains
in very curious rars Lizards
which I tried to describe to
you when here - If this legend
does not belong to Field the
credit of sending you the
Type Specimen, the smaller one
each of the two I got through.
the Negroes yesterday, they
called it Ichthil gouga or behara
that if it breathe upon them they will become
toodick - nothing will induce, even
the Cyclone boys here, to touch
it. I notice the colours which are of
very delicate tints, change in the
spots. The lips, coal black in
lips become white - I have seen
Lizards of this species nearly twice
the size of the largest one I saw

I saw landing it. Although Centros lagom has been flooded by recent rains, there is no sign of the Parkeeania. That you have found that locality, Squire and others have been down several times around with a collecting bottle, but only a very few of the old shells of last year were to be found — Squire and myself are going down again in a few days. Strange to say, it's a peculiarity about this lizard, that the tongue is like a dog's, the heart has a habit of leaking (tips, legs, etc.), There are no tadpoles in any other living animals in the lagom as present — Around it to that the tail of a descendant of St. Patrick has vanished. The frog
the work would disgrace the worse
type at the game & I have
avoided him to take them
back to Baidor house & made
them supply a fresh lot. I
have never seen anything half
so bad come out of a
professional establishment.
Such
you could see these prints,
and looking about them. You
have seen copies in your albums
here, all good. The picture of
your "girls" Their "humorous family"
is extremely good, the little
hips never too of admiring
it. I hope Mrs. Spencer was
pleased with your work on this
occasion, the picture is quite
up to professional form I
recon — This is my Reservoir
procureable, have just seen [illegible].

who is trying to get some

for Shaving, the reports [illegible].

Riggers have had no luck.

have sent three Riggers out to

Simpson's gap, I am expecting

them back daily. If they

are successful, I will let you

know as the Chewants. Am

gradually filling the bag, collecting

for both all sorts of voyage.

By the way, it might be worth

your while to send me for

gallons of spirits of wine from

Adelaide; I could distribute

done of it to the Salmon

Master of Barren Trenchant's

feasts. You will probably pick

up the parrots at Othmadatta

on your way back. I have.